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Dictionaries, with their descriptive, didactic and ideological functions, are 
extremely important social discourses. They enjoy an almost unquestioned authority 
in public, academic and legal fields. Researchers and judges frequently cite 
dictionaries to underline what a word or concept means or how it is used. Dictionaries 
are so useful that people are reluctant to criticize them. From a critical perspective, 
however, the view of dictionaries as authority in words’ meaning and usage has to be 
challenged. Dictionaries are in fact closely related to power and politics and are 
important carriers of ideology. Though linguists and lexicographers have to date 
contributed a lot to the development of lexicographical theories, most tend to see the 
dictionary as a tool or an end-product. The dictionary as a social phenomenon and as a 
discursive phenomenon has received undue attention. Granted, there is a wealth of 
literature of lexicographical ideology, but these studies are mostly sociological. There 
is a paucity of literature that sees dictionaries as discourse formation in their own 
right.  
This dissertation argues that lexicographical discourse, like news discourse and 
other discourse in general, is never an instrument neutrally and objectively conveying 
information, but is a site of ideological struggle. To reveal how meaning is negotiated 
in the dictionary and how these struggles impact on the compilation of a dictionary, 
the present research proposes critical lexicographical studies from the perspective of 
discourse analysis (Critical Lexicographical Discourse Studies or CLDS for short). 
Theoretically, CLDS seeks to conceptualize the relationship between form and 
function in the lexicographical setting and merge Critical Discourse Studies 
(hereinafter CDS, previously termed Critical Discourse Analysis or CDA) with 
theories of lexicography and social theories. Conceptually, CLDS views lexicography 
as recontextualization. The compiling of dictionaries (lexicography) depends on two 















the target discourse situation, anchored in and oriented towards a new context of use. 
When the editing/compiling agent links the two situations by engaging in an act of 
re-situating the first context into a new discourse-in-context, the prior discourse 
manifested in the source text, may be lifted from their original setting, 
foregrounded/backgrounded, re-perspectivized, mitigated and relocated in a new 
setting. Ideology moves in the recontextualization process. 
Methodologically and topically, the research demonstrates the ways in which 
CLDS could be put to practice in different settings and to analyses of different 
dictionary genres (bilingual English-Chinese dictionary, bilingualized 
English-Chinese dictionary and monolingual English dictionary). It is hoped that 
Critical Lexicographical Discourse Studies, with the view to revealing the power 
relations involved in the lexicography, especially the English lexicography in the 
context of increasing globalization of both the English language and the English 
dictionaries, will enable dictionary compilers of Periphery English to negotiate the 
different subjectivities and ideologies in dictionary making and to adopt a subject 
position favourable to their empowerment in the international English lexicography. 
The dissertation consists of eight chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the origin, 
rationale, objectives and methodology of the present study. Chapter 2 provides a 
literature review of relevant research on lexicography. It mainly surveys the different 
branches and approaches to lexicographical studies, especially the varied views of the 
dictionary. This review shows where the present research is going to be different and 
innovative. Chapter 3 deals with the theoretical foundations of the Critical 
Lexicographical Discourse Studies. After defining the several related concepts of 
CLDS, namely critical, power, text, ideology, and discourse, it presents the theoretical 
foundations respectively from Critical Discourse Studies, Post-colonialism Studies 
and social theories. It then elaborates the principles of Critical Lexicographical 
Discourse Studies and proposes an analytic model drawing inspiration from 
Hornscheidt’s (2008) research agenda for a critical research agenda of lexicographical 
studies. CLDS, with a synergy of Critical Discourse Studies with post-colonial 















importantly how resistance is made possible. Chapters 4 to 7 are devoted to case 
studies following the research framework proposed. Chapter 4 draws on systemic 
functional linguistics and investigates how the lexicographers construct the 
lexicographer-user relations through the choice of mood, modality and person 
pronouns in Usage Notes in a leaners’ dictionary. It is an attempt to show that the 
dictionary is not equal to representing the truth of language but is seeking proximity 
to the truth and how the power relations play out between the lexicographers and the 
dictionary users. Chapter 5 examines how the dictionary as a genre accommodates 
itself to the social context, that is, how lexicographers appropriated the then dominant 
discourse in the dictionary and caused a change in the dictionary as a genre, thus to 
accommodate their social identities to the social context and participated in the social 
change. Chapter 6 conceptualizes bilingual lexicography as recontextualization and 
explores how the recontextualization of lexicographical discourse across cultures and 
contexts results in the transformation and transfer of meaning. It illustrates how the 
lexicographical discourse co-varies with social change, calling for 
meta-lexicographers to bring in context when doing dictionary criticism. Chapter 7 
looks at how power and resistance play out in the English lexicography. Using a case 
study, it shows what discourse strategies are employed by Periphery English 
dictionary compilers to negotiate the different subjectivities and ideologies in 
dictionary making and to adopt a subject position favourable to their empowerment in 
the international English lexicography. Chapter 8 concludes by summarizing the 
major findings of the present research, discussing the theoretical, methodological and 
practical contributions to the existing study, suggesting limitations of the research and 
providing implications for future studies. 
On a theoretical level, the present research represents the first comprehensive 
attempt to conduct critical lexicographical studies from the perspective of discourse 
analysis. The study can claim a contribution as it innovatively merges critical 
discourse analysis with post-colonial studies in examining inter-cultural and 
intra-cultural ideological struggle. Such a synergy accommodates struggle and 















lexicography and theoretically will extend the scope of critical lexicography, which 
tends to be limited to the revelation of racism, sexism (Moon 2014) and colonialism 
(Hornscheidt 2011) in monolingual dictionaries in European countries. 
Methodologically, the novel concept of (bilingual) lexicography as 
recontextualization the dissertation proposes opens up a new perspective for 
lexicographical studies and could also be applied to analysis of ‘colony texts’ like 
school textbooks, news (translation) and the like. Lexicographically, the present 
research helps to raise the agency and subjectivity awareness of Chinese 
lexicographers and offers implications for the development of China English, 
dictionaries of China English (and other regional English varieties).  
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